Tailor-Made Travel Experiences in
Yunnan and Southwest China

Company Profile
Wonders Of Yunnan Travel (WOY) is a professional Kunming based tour operator specialized on tailormade tours for individuals and groups in Yunnan and adjacent regions in Southwest China. As the
international travel branch of the well-established Travel Company KSCI Travel Co. Ltd., WOY can draw
upon many years of experience in the Chinese travel market since ᰰᘡ .
Beyond organized tours, WOY also offers various travel related services, such as private transportation,
bookings for different kinds of tickets and accommodation as well as excellent support and advise for
private and business travelers coming to Yunnan and Southwest China.

Our Mission

Our Staff

The main objective of WOY is to present this very
special part of Asia to travelers from all over the
world. With its beauty and diversity, Yunnan
Province is situated between the Tibetan Highlands
and the tropical landscapes of Vietnam, Laos and
Myanmar. It’s not only famous for its geographical
varieties but also home to numerous ethnic
minorities with its well-preserved ancient customs,
colorful dresses and manifold cuisine.

The WOY Team consists of experienced tourism
specialists who are customer-focused and have a passion
for travels. The team works diligently behind the scenes
and always makes sure to keep up with the latest trends
and attractions by regularly travelling within Yunnan and
southwest China in order to provide its clients with the
latest information on all kinds of tours. Tour information
services are available in various languages (Chinese,
English, German, French and Dutch).

Wonders Of Yunnan Travel has earned a reputation
as a trustworthy and experienced tour operator. As
a local travel agency, WOY is recommended by
Lonely Planet and Le guide du routard. Beyond this,
WOY is ranked as the best company for Tours in
Kunming on the world’s largest travel site
tripadvisor.com (status January 20 ᘡ).

All tours and every aspect of each itinerary are always
carefully planned. WOY employees keep in touch with the
travelers also during their trip to make sure that
everything truly runs smoothly. The team of dedicated
travel experts and experienced field staff (carefully
selected multilingual guides and professional drivers)
work together hand in hand to ensure all necessary and
seamless connections during the tours.

Customers can rely on Wonders Of Yunnan Travel to manage their tours
with the utmost of care and attention!
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